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STCL, Vol. 8, No. 1 (Fall, 1983) The Vintagers For Nani and Klaus Demus They harvest the wine of their eyes, they wine-press all of the tears, even this: the night wills it so, the night that they lean against, lean on the wall, the stone will demand it, stone over which their crutch speaks out and away into the answering silencetheir crutch, that once, at harvest time once, when the year swells up unto death, as a cluster of grapes, that speaks out once through the dumbness and down into the shaft of devising.
They harvest, they press out the wine, they crush out time like their eyes, they lay in the tricklings, the tears, in a sun-tomb they ready with night-strong hands: that a mouth may thirst for it, latera late mouth, like unto theirs: twisted toward blindness and lamea mouth to which the drink gushes up from the depth, as meanwhile heaven descends into waxen seas to burn like a candle-end, burn from afar when the lip is moistened at last.
Howard Stern 25 I
In "Die Winzer" the reader of Celan's poetry will encounter several motifs familiar from other poems of Mohn and Geddchtnis and Von Schwelle zu Schwelle': blindness, lameness, nocturnal energy, a ripening toward death, etc. It cannot be taken for granted that such familiarity is always useful. On the contrary, the sense of security it engenders can obscure the very processes that make the poem what it is. For whatever else may be said about "Die Winzer," clearly none of its elements can function exactly as they do in some other poem. This is not to argue that Celan has no "poetic world" that can be investigated synchronically across all of the early volumes; such investigations have been undertaken with profit. ' The point is that the individual poems are also happening in time as we read them, each bringing to conclusion its own logical process, each structuring a unique event with the familiar objects and figures of speech.
What, then, is happening in "Die Winzer"? The poem is in two parts, the second of which resembles the first closely enough to suggest that something is happening twice. Especially the repetition of "Sie herbsten . . . sie keltern" at the opening of the second stanza suggests a return to the origin and a reformulation. On an overview, the method of the poem can be loosely described as a kind of stammer-a description, admittedly, which would hardly be inevitable were it not supported locally in almost every line. For even a cursory reading of the poem must leave an impression of continual stopping and starting, repeating, renaming, painful and difficult expressing of its message. To call this process a stammer is of course to speak metaphorically and to posit the stammer as a rhetorical device akin to anaphora and perhaps to other figures. I mention this because it will be necessary to attribute to the rhetorical stammer properties not associated with a real stammer; the rhetorical variety, for example, comes very close to being an incantation, or invocation of a numinous power. The reformulations of the stammer, in this light, suggest that whatever power is being invoked has multiple aspects or spheres of influence, and that the names corresponding to each aspect must be pronounced if the invocation is to be successful. ' Two other effects of Celan's hesitating progress ought to be noted here. The first is that repetition of the major substantives makes it possible to add relative and temporal clauses without embedding them in the main clauses to which they are syntactically subordinate. Rewriting one passage will illustrate how much is won here in the way of clarity; "so forderts der Stein, Ober To summarize the argument up to this juncture: The lines of "Die Winzer" seem to have been broken up and compressed in a way that suggests great difficulty of expression, stammering, and hesitation; but in its compression the poem gains an evocative or incantatory power. I have postponed any discussion of the "content" of "Die Winzer" while making this "formal" argument simply to demonstrate that all aspects of the poem bring us to the same meditation: the proper metaphor for the rhetorical development of the poem is in fact the pressing of grapes to make a strong wine, a wine of tears later to gush forth in a sacramental act of communion or communication. The "sie" of "sie herbsten" therefore includes the poet, and his poem is the (Numbers 17) and an imagined restoration of the original life or experience from which the poem is derived.6 In this sense, Celan's work can be said to provide a model for its own reception, and the fate of the hexameter can be seen as a metaphor for the whole process of aesthetic creation and recreation.
I hope that my exhibition of the one complete hexameter will convince the reader that the main outlines of my argument must be correct. Perhaps my description of the first stanza as an act of compression, analogous to the pressing of grapes, seemed at first somewhat arbitrary. Indeed, how could this fail to be the case? How could any verses, considered as a rhythmic structure apart from semantic content, represent unmistakably something as specific and nonverbal as the pressing of grapes? The validity of the description actually depends on a sequence of observations: 1. The punmetaphor "den Wein ihrer Augen" justifies us in equating the vintage with the product of human experience; the step from "wine" to "fermented tears" brings us one step closer to "poem." 2. The verbs "keltern" and "pressen" dictate that the initial movement of the poem be read as one of reduction and compression. In the absence of such semantic constraints the movement would remain ambiguous; my rewriting of the poem in hexameters, if accepted as plausible, could perhaps equally well be understood to demonstrate that Celan was attempting (unsuccessfully) to expand his verses into hexameters. 3 . Finally, the coincidence of the one complete hexameter with the climax of the poem, the moment of sacramental communion, confirms the identification of the hexameter line as the implied measure of completeness; this identification in turn invites a reading of "Die Winzer" as a critical reflection on the whole series of poems in complete and partial hexameters beginning with "EM Lied in der Wiiste." III In the past decade two different critical vocabularies have been elaborated for the peculiar sort of self-reference I have attempted to demonstrate in "Die Winzer." One of these originates in the work of the Oxford philosopher J. L. Austin on "performative" utterances and leads into the general area of speech-act theory. The other is indigenous to literary studies, takes its most impressive examples from Shakespeare and Pope, and leads into the area scouted by W. K. Wimsatt in his magisterial paper "In Search of Verbal Mimesis."' For the present purpose of classifying the case of "Die Winzer" I will follow Wimsatt and adopt two of his terms: "autonymy" and "kinaesthesis."
Both of these are exemplified by a famous passage of Pope's Essay on Criticism (Part II) in which negative and positive models are offered for poetic composition. First Pope castigates the critics who judge poetry solely "by numbers," that is by purely metrical considerations:
These equal syllables alone require, Though oft the ear the open vowels tire, While expletives their feeble aid do join, And ten low words oft creep in one dull line: While they ring round the same unvaried chimes, With sure returns of still expected rhymes; Where'er you find "the cooling western breeze," In the next line, it "whispers through the trees"; If crystal streams "with pleasing murmurs creep," The reader's threatened (not in vain) with "sleep"; Then, at the last and only couplet fraught With some unmeaning thing they call a thought, A needless Alexandrine ends the song That, like a wounded snake, drags its slow length along.
(lines 344-57) The examples from the Essay on Criticism refer explicitly to the composition of poetry. If verbal mimesis were limited to such cases, it would constitute a technical curiosity, a kind of virtuoso cadenza to be inserted as a set piece in the course of a longer composition dealing with more abstract poetic matters. But there is no such limitation; any process that takes place in language or can be represented as a process in language offers an opportunity for verbal mimesis. An example of this wider range is George Herbert's "Aaron," a much less ostentatious, but more sophisticated application of autonymy (actually a pseudo-autonymy to be specified presently): For this line fails to bring the poem to its expected closure: it breaks off the syntax of the whole stanza, suddenly addresses the congregation (which has been absent until this point), and suggests finally that an actual process of "investiture" has been in progress and is now completed. The last line forces a reinterpretation of everything that has gone before. Far from being a mere reflection on the doctrine of the priesthood, the poem is in fact a representation of the donning of priestly garments. In rehearsing the doctrine of Christ's mediation, Herbert has before our mind's eye been preparing himself for ministry. The poem thus stands revealed as a ritual of investiture which is being performed in the time of its five stanzas. And this is possible only because the act of dressing has been redefined by the poem as a meditation in language.8
The case of "Die Winzer" is closely related to that of "Aaron." By virtue of the central metaphor of Celan's poem, the pressing of grapes is redefined as an act of the verbal imagination; as such it can be executed, and not simply imitated, by the lines of verse. Mr. Wimsatt did not treat any such cases, which lie somewhere between the two categories defined above. I propose to call "Aaron" a case of "metaphoric autonymy" and "Die Winzer" one of "autonymic kinaesthesia." In "Aaron" the element of kinaesthesia is absent or at best attenuated; the only physical analogy to the act of dressing is perhaps the sequential addition of stanzas to the poem's meditationweak indeed if felt at all. But the poem is clearly autonymic, provided that the metaphor is acknowledged (roughly, investiture standing for a verbal meditation). "Die Winzer" also involves a central metaphor (the vintage standing for poetry in broken hexameters), but the vehicle lends itself well to kinaesthetic treatment, which in fact dominates the surface of the poem. The autonymic element resides in the fact that the physical process being imitated by, poetic kinaesthesis is identified through the metaphor with a poetic act. Camilla, as far as I know, is innocent of any such metaphor.
Of Celan's many interpreters, two have called attention to this aspect of his work. Peter Horst Neumann writes of the tendency of individual words, in their mutilation or fragmentation, to exemplify human destinies as well as their own lexical meanings.9 To take only one of his examples, the word "zer-/ spaltener" (Atemwende, II 82) is divided between two lines in an obvious imitation of its own sense. There is a great river this side of Stygia, Before one comes to the first black cataracts And trees that lack the intelligence of trees.
In that river, far this side of Stygia, The mere flowing of water is a gayety, Flashing and flashing in the sun. On its banks, No shadow walks. The river is fateful, Like the last one. But there is no ferryman. He could not bend against its propelling force.
It is not to be seen beneath the appearances That tell of it. The steeple at Farmington Stands glistening, and Haddam shines and sways.
It is the third commonness with light and air, A curriculum, a vigor, a local abstraction . . . Call it, once more, a river, an unnamed flowing, Space-filled, reflecting the seasons, the folk-lore Of each of the senses; call it, again and again, The river that flows nowhere, like a sea.
The poem describes a river that is a continuum of experience, the metaphysical equivalent, as it were, of the Connecticut. Only one sentence in the entire text fails to refer explicitly to the river-the second one in the central stanza:
There can be little doubt that the second sentence is an autonymic translation of the first. After warning the reader that the river cannot be seen beneath the appearances that tell of it, Stevens builds into his poem a model of that very situation: the river goes unmentioned beneath a sentence devoted entirely to its surface appearances. At the center, the poem translates itself into a delightfully witty case of verbal mimesis."
